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A4046

Papers of Inge Kallman

Personal records

Inge Kallman

1/1/1 Inge Kallman: German travel pass, 1938-40;

certificate of naturalisation, 1948; a copy of her

will and correspondence with solicitors, 1997

1938-48, 1997

1/1/2 Inge’s (British) passports with a list of countries

visited, 1951-83 and a UK driving licence

c. 1950-90s

1/1/3 Four address books n.d.

1/1/4 Correspondence, mostly in German, with the

Bundesversicherungsanstalt regarding Inge’s

application for a German statutory pension

1993-6

1/1/5 Paper concerning Inge’s later years and death:

the disposal of her property and possessions

prior to and following her death and a death

certificate;

Financial records following the purchase and

sale of property, 1971

1971,  

2003-9

1/1/6 Two Jewish prayer books: German and Hebrew

and English and Hebrew

Margaretha Kallman (Inge’s mother)

1/2/1 Birth certificate; German travel passes, 1938-9;

a Fuhrungszeugnis (certificate of good conduct)

and other documents and correspondence in

German including a letter to Ernst Kallman from

the German Jewish Aid Committee, 1938

[In 1999, Inge had some of the postage stamps

valued]

1938-9, 1999

1/2/2 Papers concerning Inge’s mother’s

(Margaretha) final years and death including a

statement by Inge as her carer, probate papers,

death certificate, correspondence with banks,

about pensions and a eulogy from the funeral  

1988-94
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Ernst Kallman (Inge’s father)

1/3 German documentation including a brief First

World War service record and a travel pass;

an address book;

a notebook with brief details of family history

and a family tree, c. 1940s; 

a letter partially attributing Ernst’s death to

conditions in German prior to his departure, 1960

1920s-60s

Correspondence

2/1 Postcards and one letter, some in German,

including two postcards from Inge to her parents

when she was evacuated during the second

World War and postcards she sent to her

parents from holidays in the 1950s

c. 1943-57

 2/2 Correspondence, mostly in German, from Inge’s

parents while she was a midwifery student in

London; from a correspondent in Berlin; and

one letter from Inge to her mother

c. 1948-53

2/3 Postcards and cards from friends, some in

German, including Enid, Jessie and Tony,

Suzanne and Clive and Mona.

1971-2004

2/4 Correspondence with Rabbi Elizabeth Sarah

concerning her research on Rabbi Regina Jonas,

the ‘first women rabbi’; notes and papers on the

subject

1994, 2010

Nursing career

3/1 Certificates for nursing, invalid cookery and

midwifery, 1945-9; and typewriting, 1980

1945-9, 1980

3/2 Thesis for a Royal College of Nursing Nursing

Administration (Hospital) course: ‘a critical

survey of the administration of the various

departments of a large hospital, showing how

the work of the matron serves to correlate them

with the working whole’ (two copies)

1960-1
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Retirem ent

4/1 Press cuttings of announcements; retirement

speech; correspondence and cards

1984

4/2 Diary of holiday in Canada with additional

details on her state of health

4/3 Diary of holiday to Geneva 1983

Later study at Edge Hill College of Higher

Education

5/1 Essays and exam papers 1987-92

5/2 Reading lists and bibliographic information 1988-92

5/3 Research notes on refugees from Manchester

City Library

1993

5/4 Photocopies of the A.J.R (Association of

Jewish Refugees in Great Britain) magazine

1941-5 (copies)

5/5 Index cards: journals, books, primary sources

and articles in current newspapers

n.d.

5/6 Two letters granting access to material and

notes from research visits

1991-3

5/7 Correspondence, research notes and

photocopies of articles and press cuttings

1992-3

5/8 Draft and final copy of dissertation 1992

5/9 Certificate of attendance from the WEA

Learning for Life current affairs course

2002

Photographs and slides (som e are loose and

som e in album s)

6/1 Margaretha and Ernst Kallman (Inge’s parents); early twentieth
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A brief biography for Inge century

6/2 Inge as a baby and child; in Dusseldorf; her

parents and other family; in the UK and as a

student nurse

c. 1924-42

6/3 1920s and 30s: in Germany, school children,

soldiers, Inge as a child and her parents,

extended family and friends, 

1960s-90s: celebrations, days out and holidays

c. twentieth century

6/4 Inge and her parents 1920s-90s

6/5 Grasmere, Helvellyn (Lake District): a Holiday

Fellowship holiday

c. 1940s

6/6 Holiday Fellowship Holidays c. 1940s-50s

6/7 Holidays and days out including London,

Richmond, Christchurch, Oxford, Canterbury,

Windor Castle, Lyme Park, Knockderry Castle

Loch Long, Argyll’s bowling green, Loch

Lomond, Bakewell, Sweden, 

c. 1940s-50s

6/8 Holidays including Berlin and Paris (most of the

album is empty and a lot of the photographs are

loose

c. 1950s-60

6/9 Holiday to ?Spain c. 1940s or 1950s

6/10 Holiday to ?Croatia c. 1940s or 1950s

6/11 Holiday to ?Venice c. 1940s or 1950s

6/12 Nurses, doctors and hospitals c. 1940s-60s

6/13 People and places 1940s-50s

6/14 Family including Uncle Alfred in Johannesburg

and Laskow family in America

c. 1960s 

6/15 Friends, dinner parties and other social events 1960s-70s

6/16 A holiday [?to Italy] c. 1980s-90s

6/17 Holiday to Canada c. 1980s-90s

6/18 Photographs of a holiday to Canada c. 1980
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6/19 Family and friends including a wedding c. 1980s

6/20 Garden parties, lunches and dinners out, friends 1980s-2000s

6/21 Family and friends: mostly people in homes and

gardens 

1980s-2000s

6/22 Family and friends plus some jewellery and other

valuables for valuation

1980s-2000s

6/23 Family and friends: days out at a zoo and

country houses, celebrations at home, weddings,

flowers

1980s-2000s

6/24 Inge’s graduation 1992

6/25 Birthday parties, garden parties, family and

friends, Inge’s graduation

1990s

6/26 ?Inge’s home; days out in the UK c. 1990s

6/27 Days out in the UK; friends c. 1990s

6/28 Holiday to Germany; family and friend c. 1990s

6/29 Postcards and photographs of pieces of art n.d. 

6/30 Slides of holidays and days out n.d.

6/31 Negatives n.d.


